A standard tool for classifying the complexity of equivalence relations on ω is provided by computable reducibility. This reducibility gives rise to a rich degree structure. The paper studies equivalence relations, which induce minimal degrees with respect to computable reducibility. Let Γ be one of the following classes: Σ 0 α , Π 0 α , Σ 1 n , or Π 1 n , where α ě 2 is a computable ordinal and n is a non-zero natural number. We prove that there are infinitely many pairwise incomparable minimal equivalence relations that are properly in Γ.
Introduction
The paper studies recursion-theoretic complexity of equivalence relations on the domain ω. Our main working tool is computable reducibility. Definition 1.1. Let R and S be equivalence relations on the domain ω. The relation R is computably reducible to S (denoted by R ď c S) if there is a computable function f pxq such that for all x, y P ω, the following holds: pxRyq ô pf pxqSf pyqq.
We write R " c S if R ď c S and S ď c R. Throughout the paper, we assume that every considered equivalence relation has domain ω.
The systematic study of c-degrees, i.e. degrees induced by computable reducibility, was initiated by Ershov [1, 2] . His approach is motivated by the theory of numberings, specifically by its category-theoretic facets. In 1980s, the research of c-degrees was concentrated on classifying the complexity of computably enumerable equivalence relations (or ceers for short): in particular, the provable equivalence in formal systems was in the spotlight, see, e.g., [3, 4] . Note that the acronym ceer was introduced in the paper [5] . Andrews and Sorbi [6] provided a deep analysis of algebraic properties for the c-degrees of ceers. For a detailed exposition of the state-of-the-art results on ceers, the reader is referred to, e.g., [6, 7, 8] .
The recent works [9, 10, 11] started systematic investigations of c-degrees for ∆ 0 2 equivalence relations. We note that computable reducibility has been also studied for higher levels of the hyperarithmetical hierarchy, but these studies were largely focused on complete equivalence relations.
Let Γ be a complexity class (e.g., Π 0 1 , Σ 0 n , or Σ 1 1 the class of computable Boolean algebras is Σ 0 3 -complete [12] . ‚ For every natural number n, 1-equivalence on indices of H pn`1q -c.e. sets is Σ 0 n`4 -complete [13] . ‚ For every computable successor ordinal α, the relation of ∆ 0 α isomorphism on the class of computable distributive lattices is Σ 0 α`2complete [14] . ‚ The isomorphism relation on the class of computable linear orders is Σ 1 1 -complete [15] For further results on Γ-complete equivalence relations, we refer the reader to, e.g., [13] .
The goal of this paper is to investigate hyperarithmetical equivalence relations, which are far from being Γ-complete. Note the following simple fact: if an equivalence relation R has infinitely many classes, then for every computable equivalence relation F having only finitely many classes, we have F ď c R. This observation suggests the following natural notion of minimality.
For a non-zero natural number n, by Id n we denote the following equivalence relation:
px, yq P Id n ô n divides px´yq.
Clearly, if a computable equivalence relation F has precisely n classes, then F is " c -equivalent to Id n . Definition 1.2 (essentially formulated in Theorem 3.3 of [6] ). We say that an equivalence relation R is minimal if R has infinitely many equivalence classes and for any equivalence relation E, the following holds:
It is not hard to see that the identity relation Id is minimal. Furthermore, Andrews and Sorbi (Theorem 3.3 of [6] ) proved that there are minimal ceers E i , i P ω, such that they are pairwise ď c -incomparable and Id ę c E i for every i.
For a complexity class Γ, byΓ we denote the dual class of Γ. For example,
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains a general sufficient condition for the existence of minimal equivalence relations (Theorem 2.1). Section 3 discusses the consequences of Theorem 2.1. For every computable ordinal α ě 2, we show that there are infinitely many pairwise ď c -incomparable, minimal, proper Σ 0 α equivalence relations. Similar results are obtained for the classes Π 0 α , Σ 1 n , and Π 1 n , where 1 ď n ă ω.
Existence of Minimal Equivalence Relations
This section proves the following sufficient condition for the existence of minimal equivalence relations (by Σ 0 1 pXq we denote the sets which are Σ 0 1 with oracle X):
pairwise ď c -incomparable, and F i P Π 0 1 pXq Σ 0 1 pXq for every i. Furthermore, for every i P ω, every E i -class and every F i -class are computably enumerable.
Before proving Theorem 2.1, we give two useful facts about minimal equivalence relations. Recall that a ceer R is called dark if R is incomparable with Id under computable reducibility (Definition 3.1 of [6] ). Proposition 2.2 (Andrews and Sorbi [6] ). Let R be a dark ceer. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) R is minimal.
(2) For any c.e. set W , if W intersects infinitely many R-classes, then W intersects all R-classes.
Proof. This fact follows from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 of [6] , but for the sake of completeness, we outline the proof of the fact. p1q ñ p2q. Suppose that there is a c.e. set W such that W intersects infinitely many, but not all R-classes. Fix a computable injective function gpxq with rangepgq " W , and define a ceer S as follows: pxSyq ô pgpxqRgpyqq.
Clearly, S ď c R, and S has infinitely many classes. In order to prove that R is not minimal, it is sufficient to show that S ı c R.
Towards a contradiction, assume that R ď c S via a computable function f . Choose an element a P ω such that ras R X W " H, and consider a sequence of numbers defined as follows: a 0 :" a and a n`1 :" gpf pa n qq. We claim that for any i ă j, the elements a i and a j are not R-equivalent. Indeed, if pa i Ra j q, then we have the following sequence of implications:
where a j´i " gpf pa j´i´1P W . Thus, W intersects with the class ras R , which contradicts the choice of a. Hence, now we know that the elements a i , i P ω, are pairwise not R-equivalent.
This shows that the function hpxq :" a x provides a reduction Id ď c R, which contradicts the darkness of R. Therefore, we obtain that S ă c R, and R is not minimal.
p2q ñ p1q. Suppose that R satisfies the second condition. Consider an arbitrary ceer E with infinitely many classes such that E ď c R via a function f . In order to finish the proof, it is sufficient to show that R ď c E.
The c.e. set rangepf q intersects infinitely many R-classes, and hence, rangepf q intersects all R-classes. Therefore, the desired reduction g from R into E can be defined as follows: for x P ω, choose gpxq as a number y x such that f py x q is the first (under a fixed enumeration of the ceer R) element with f py x q P rxs R . Clearly, we have: pxRx 1 q iff pf py x qRf py x 1iff pgpxqEgpx 1 qq. Proposition 2.2 is proved. Proposition 2.2 implies the following fact about equivalence relations, which are not necessarily ceers: Proposition 2.3. Let E be a dark minimal ceer, and let R be an arbitrary equivalence relation such that R has infinitely many classes and R Ě E. Then R is minimal.
Proof. Suppose that S is an equivalence relation, and f is a computable reduction from S into R. Then precisely one of the following two cases holds:
Case 1. Assume that the set rangepf q intersects only finitely many Eclasses. We emphasize that here we consider the classes of the ceer E, but not R-classes. Evidently, in this case S also has finitely many classes.
Then in a non-uniform way, we choose representatives a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a m of all E-classes which intersect rangepf q. Since E is a ceer, the function h : x Þ Ñ a i , where f pxq P ra i s E , is computable. Clearly, the condition pxSx 1 q is equivalent to phpxqRhpx 1 qq. Since the set rangephq is finite, we deduce that the relation S is computable, and S " c Id k for some k P ω.
Case 2. Assume that rangepf q intersects infinitely many E-classes. Then by Proposition 2.2, rangepf q intersects all E-classes.
We define a computable function g as follows: for an element x P ω, choose gpxq as a number z x such that the value f pz x q is the first (under a fixed enumeration of E) number with f pz x q P rxs E . We claim that the function g reduces R to S. Indeed, since E Ď R, for arbitrary x and x 1 , we have:
Therefore, we showed that S " c R. Hence, R satisifies the definition of minimality. Proposition 2.3 is proved. Now we are ready to obtain the main result of the section. By ď ω we denote the standard ordering of natural numbers.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Recall that Andrews and Sorbi (Theorem 3.3 of [6])
proved that there are infinitely many pairwise ď c -incomparable, dark minimal ceers.
We choose just one such ceer R, and we find the sequence pa i q iPω containing the ď ω -least representatives from all R-classes. More formally, this means that any number x P ω is R-equivalent to some a i , and for any y ă ω a i , y is not R-equivalent to a i . Since R is a ceer, it is clear that the sequence pa i q iPω is 0 1 -computable.
The following auxiliary result can be obtained via an easy relativization of Exercise 2.2.(a) from Chapter VII in [16] , so the proof of this result is omitted.
Lemma 2.4. There is a uniform sequence of X-c.e. sets pB i q iPω such that for all i ‰ j, we have X ď T B i ę T B j ' X.
We prove item (a) of the theorem. For an index k P ω, define an equivalence relation E k as follows: E k is the Ď-least equivalence relation such that
Note that any E k -class is equal either to an R-class, or to a union of two R-classes. Thus, every E k -class is a c.e. set.
Since
Furthermore, E k Ě R and E k has infinitely many classes, hence, by Proposition 2.3, E k is minimal.
Assume that E k ď c E l for some k ‰ l. Then we have
which contradicts the choice of the sequence pB i q iPω . Therefore, the sequence of equivalence relations pE k q kPω has all desired properties.
The proof of item (b) of the theorem is essentially the same as that of the item (a), modulo the following key modification: the relation F k is the Ď-least such that F k Ě R Y tpa 2j , a 2j`1 q : j R B k u. This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Consequences of the Main Result
Theorem 2.1 immediately implies the following fact: 
in Theorem 2.1.
Note that Corollary 3.1 cannot be extended to the Π 0 1 -case: it is not hard to show that for any Π 0 1 equivalence relation E with infinitely many classes, we have Id ď c E (see, e.g., Proposition 3.1 of [10] ).
The ideas of the proof of Theorem 2.1 also help us to deal with the levels of the analytical hierarchy: Proposition 3.2. Let n be a non-zero natural number. There are infinitely many pairwise ď c -incomparable, minimal, proper Π 1 n equivalence relations. A similar result holds for the class Σ 1 n . Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we fix a dark minimal ceer R and the sequence pa i q iPω containing the ď ω -least representatives of all R-classes.
Let B be an m-complete Π 1 n set. Choose an arbitrary sequence pC k q kPω of hyperarithmetical sets such that C k are pairwise Turing incomparable and C k ě T H p2q for all k. Such a sequence can be obtained, e.g., by applying Lemma 2.4 to the oracle X " H p2q . For an index k P ω, the relation E k is the Ď-least equivalence relation such that
Since the set ω B is infinite, E k has infinitely many equivalence classes. Thus, by Proposition 2.3, E k is minimal.
Define a 0 1 -computable total function gpxq as follows: for a number x, gpxq is equal to the index i such that a i P rxs R . It is not hard to show that the condition pxE k yq is true if and only if at least one of the following conditions holds:
(a) gpxq " gpyq; (b) both values gpxq and gpyq are odd, rgpxq{2s P C k , and rgpyq{2s P C k ; (c) both values gpxq and gpyq are even, rgpxq{2s P B, and rgpyq{2s P B. The last condition can be re-written in the following form:
Therefore, a standard application of the Tarski-Kuratowski algorithm shows that the relation E k is Π 1 n .
Note that B ď T E k ' H 1 . Towards a contradiction, assume that E k is a ∆ 1 n relation. Then the set E k ' H 1 is ∆ 1 n , and B is ∆ 1 1 relative to E k ' H 1 . By the result of Shoenfield (see, e.g., Proposition 5.2 in Chapter II of [17] ), we deduce that B is a ∆ 1 n set, which gives a contradiction. Therefore, E k is a proper Π 1 n relation. In order to prove that E k , k P ω, are pairwise ď c -incomparable, we employ the following easy observation: Let S and T be arbitrary equivalence relations. If a computable function f provides a reduction S ď c T , then for every element x 0 P ω, we have f : rx 0 s S ď m rf px 0 qs T .
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 P B X C k for all k. Then it is not hard to show that E k has only two equivalence classes which are not c.e. -the classes of a 0 and a 1 . Indeed, the class ra 0 s E k is not even hyperarithmetical. Moreover, H p2q ď T C k ď T ra 1 s E k ' H 1 and ra 1 s E k ď T C k ' H 1 " T C k .
Assume that a computable function f gives a reduction E k ď c E l for some k ‰ l. Then by employing the observation above, we consider the m-degrees of the equivalence classes, and we deduce that f pa 0 q P ra 0 s E l and f pa 1 q P ra 1 s E l . Hence, we have f : ra 1 s E k ď m ra 1 s E l . Thus, C k ď T ra 1 s E k ' H 1 ď T ra 1 s E l ' H 1 ď T C l ' H 1 " T C l , which contradicts the choice of the sequence pC i q iPω . Therefore, the relations E k , k P ω, are pairwise ď c -incomparable.
The proof for Σ 1 n equivalence relations is essentially the same, modulo the following modification: one needs to choose B as an m-complete Σ 1 n set. Proposition 3.2 is proved.
Note that the equivalence relations E k , k P ω, of Proposition 3.2 are more intricate than those of Theorem 2.1: now each E k has precisely two non-c.e. classes.
Remark. The desired c-degrees from Corollary 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 are proper for a given level and also dark. This extends some results about proper and dark c-degrees from [10] .
